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February 2022

Established September 1979

The Newsletter of
The Hampshire Branch of the
Morris Minor Owners Club
WWW.HAMMOC.CO.UK

For further information please contact the Secretary,
Mike Hockey on Tel: 023 9252 4744
This newsletter is produced prior to the monthly meeting and is distributed
to members free of charge.
Advertisements are written in the words of the advertiser and
HAMMOC accepts no liability for errors or omissions.
The articles and opinions expressed are those of the contributor and not
necessarily those of HAMMOC, its committee or members.
HAMMOC operates a free tool loan service.
Car Roller: for loan for a period of 2 months
Engine Hoist
Axle stands to be used on level ground.
Mike Hockey.
Tel: 02392 524744
Front pulley starter dog spanner.
Rear axle hub nut socket
David Grice
Tel: 02380 872609
The following members have an interest in, and experience of,
particular models of the Minor and have agreed to provide a help
line.
Series MM:
Tim Rouse.
Tel: 01420 511285
Saloon and Series II: Mike Hockey. Tel: 02392 524744
Convertible and LCV: Paul Lyons.
Tel: 01425 654548
ASSETS REGISTER
Mike Hockey. Long Stapler, Club Stamps, Projection Screen, Videos
and Printer, High Viz Jackets, Sandwich Board, Tables,
Amplifier Mic & Stand, Vinyl Banners, Pop up Banner,
Flag and Pole, Car Roller, Engine Hoist
Tim Rouse.

Marquees, Rally Boards, Tape, Arm Bands,
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Club Nights are usually held at the Fox and Hounds, Winchester
road Fairoak, Eastleigh, Southampton
SO50 7HB at 8:00pm

Club Nights
Editor Email
jgvminoreditor@sky.com

February 15th
2022

Grope Night.

March 15th

A talk on Russel Searle’s car.

April 19th

A talk about their cars Mike Sue and
Terry Priddle.

May 17th

Road Run

June 21st

BBQ
Can you help the Club with storing
the club’s large marquee if so please
contact
Tim Rouse. Tel: 01420 511285
See Rear Cover for further
information
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Events 2022

HAMMOC Rally July 24th
At The Sammy Miller Motorbike Museum

March 18th to 20th

Practical Classics car and Restoration show at
the NEC

Monday April 18th

Anton Rotary Club of Andover classic car show,
Location Weyhill, Andover, SP11 8EA

Monday May 1st

Hungerford Classis Vehicle Show

Tuesday June 21st

Boys treasured toys for 2022
Rolling start Rustic road trip.

June 24th to 26th

MMOC National Rally Kelmarsh hall, Kelmarsh
Northants NN6 9LX

July 24th

HAMMOC Rally at
Sammy Millers Motorcycle Museum.

August 18th to 21st

The British Motor Show, Farnborough,
Hampshire, GU11 2JL Web site:
https://www.universe.com/events/the-britishmotor-show-2022-tickets-72NPJ9

HAMMOC’s MINORS
At the last committee meeting it was decided that it would be fun for our
members to learn more about each other’s cars. It was considered that at
the monthly meetings that are held at the pub; as opposed to a drive or
other external event; one member should spend 5 – 10 minutes talking
about their Minor. The committee is happy to start the ball rolling, which
we hope will be taken up later by willing members. First up will be Steve
Hunt, who will talk briefly about his wife’s Minor.
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MEMBERS CARS
Hi, just thought I would fill you in on the next part of the Oggy saga.

New year 2022 found me taking Oggy down to visit Gary Munn of GM
seven services in Poole. Gary had done a rebuild of my Austin seven
engine, and she has sounded and driven like a star since. When I found
out he would do Morris minors too, I booked straight in!
Might seem a bit strange doing the engine before the body work, but I
thought that if I took the engine out, a welder could get to the chassis bits
a bit easier, and at least it meant some progress on the job.

I knew I had some oil leaks so it made sense to do a complete rebuild.
So for those in the know, Oggy had a re-bore +30 and new pistons, crank
shaft grind, big ends and mains plus shells, machining and milling for the
new improved rear crank shaft seal, new flywheel ring gear and starter
motor the valves were ground and fitted with new unleaded valves seats
valves and springs, new timing chain oil pump relief valve and switch,
thermostat housing, water pump and then all the normal servicing
consumables, coil etc. etc. etc.
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A chat with a moggy owner earlier in the year had identified another issue
that I had found but didn’t know about, and that was the fuel sender unit
seal. I had had a petrol smell in the car, but couldn’t identify where it had
come from. So while he was there, Gary replaced this too. Another
ethanol fuel problem that many will suffer from it eats the seal.
I then had a lucky break! I found Terry! Terry is a mobile welder from
Dorset, who collects and specializes in Morris Minors. He came over to
Gary’s workshop and welded the chassis rails and front cross member,
whilst the engine was out. He also offered to take Moggy on for the body
work! Hoooraay!!!!!!
So end of January 2022, I gingerly drove, the now safe Oggy from Poole
to a Landford Forum, staying under 50 and gently accelerating to bed in
the new engine. There was a lovely smell of new engine paint on the way.
He is now in Terrys workshop surrounded by a heap of new bodywork
parts and Terry’s collection of Minors and spares. He is in just the right
place for the next part of the journey.

Wave if you see us. Lizzie and Oggy
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SVR’s Visit
Last October, we took a chance to spend a day with my brother and his
wife, who live near Stourbridge, W. Midlands. From his list of options, we
chose a day-out on the Severn Valley Railway, of which he is an ardent
supporter.
Our trip started at Kidderminster and took us to the northern terminus at
Bridgnorth; we tried not to get too excited by the quite astonishing amount
of preparation for their Hallowe’en Specials, starting later in the day. After
enjoying a leisurely pub lunch we boarded a return service and stoppedoff at Arley, location of the Engine House, an impressive new visitor
facility where you can get up close to their spare engines and other
exhibits.
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Apart from the engines, which are out of service, awaiting overhauls etc.,
and are safe from light-fingered scrap thieves, the hall also offers a
display of the SVR’s history and mementos, a retired Travelling Post
Office, and a retired Royal Train carriage used by the Queen and Prince
Philip. The coach can be viewed through its windows, or inside guided
tours are available on request.
The exhibit that caused me some surprise, though, stands in pride-ofplace right inside the front entrance doors; a grey 1960 4-door Morris
Minor saloon – not what you would expect to see in a railway exhibition.
The explanation was only accessible when leaving the building (Covid
one-way routeing) and is obvious, really; affordable transport for the
masses was seen as part of the reason for the closure of the SVR, as
well as thousands of miles of other rail routes. The Morris was clearly
recognised as representative of that era, and why not?

Stephen Piper
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SOUTHERN REGIONAL RALLY
MOGGYFEST AND FRIENDS 2022 – “MILLIONS @
MOGGYFEST”
BEAULIEU SPRING AUTOJUMBLE – 14th and 15th MAY 2022.
Come and join the Dorset Branch to celebrate all things 1960’s and join in
the 60 +1 anniversary of the Minor Million with “Millions @ Moggyfest”. As
usual Moggyfest is being held at The Beaulieu Spring Autojumble and will
incorporate the MMOC Southern Regional Rally. The date for 2022 is 14th
and 15th May.
Entry for the weekend will be £12.50 per car (to include 2 passengers
plus children) including entry to the Autojumble, National Motor Museum,
Palace House and gardens. Camping will be available from Friday 13 th
May at no extra cost. We will be having an evening meal on Saturday 14 th
with an after dinner speaker.
Providing there are enough pre booked entrants the MMOC chief
Concours judge will be in attendance and a Concours display will be held
on Saturday with a judged competition on the Sunday. This year we will
once again be having traditional Condition Class judging with prizes
awarded for the best vehicle in each class.
Please contact Laurie
Bournemouth, BH10 6LF

Blewer,

5

Headswell

Crescent,

Redhill,

or send an email to laurie.blewer@dorsetmmoc.co.uk for an entry form.
If you submitted an entry for the 2020 Moggyfest and did not request a
refund or opted for a charity donation your entry will be carried across
automatically to the 2022 event.
Due to the nature of the event no entries will be allowed on the day, it will
be by prior booking only.
Please note that the closing date for entries is 31st March – no late entries
can be accepted.
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Why not commission a bespoke painting or cushion
from a MMOC AND HAMMOC member?
Past paintings of Morris Minors, painted in watercolours:

Painting commissioned by MMOC to be used in their offices and as a Christmas
card:

Prices start from £70 for an original watercolour, presented in a cut mount and
framed. The painting would be customisable to reflect your vehicle, colours,
scenery and people.
Please contact Tania Wilkie at taniawilkie1@gmail.com for more details or to
discuss.
Alternatively, I am developing a new range of commissioned cushions, made
with 100% cotton removable covers, over a 100% feather cushion. Usually 50cm
x 50 cm but other sizes are available.
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Below is just a sample cushion, but the cushions would feature applique and
free-motion embroidery of your Morris or other historic vehicle in colours of your
choice. The image could be as simple or as complex as you prefer and could
feature different coloured lights, your own registration number, background
(trees, or house) and a representation of members of your family or pets. There
is also an option to have a depiction of the rear of your vehicle on the rear of the
cushion.
Cost £45 for 50cm x 50cm cushion and cover.

An amusing letter seen in the Telegraph!
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Exhaust Notes

In the glorious days before blandness overcame the motoring
world it was often easy to identify a passing vehicle by the sound it
made. Who could forget the muted bark of a Velocette Venom
motorcycle or the staccato crackle of a Commer two-stroke diesel as
it made an uphill start from the traffic lights?
On any road which wasn't billiard-table smooth, many a Bedford CF
van would herald its approach with the unmistakable rattling of a
fractured front bumper bracket.
Milk floats had virtually silent
electric motors to help keep the populace in the arms of Morpheus
during the early hours but the jangling of glass bottles in metal
crates couldn't escape notice.

The Minor is similarly blessed with a distinctive sound,
generated within the exhaust system and most obvious when the
engine is on the overrun. As with the above-mentioned vehicles, it
wasn't put there on purpose; it is the result of a complicated series
of coincidences but once heard it is never forgotten.
Unless it is an aftermarket stainless steel item, old age and rust
will eventually have their wicked way and a hole will appear in the
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exhaust system, usually in the region of the silencer. The only
permanent cure for this is a replacement part however a perfectly
sound and rust-free system can commonly be found to have a 'blow'
which is easy to locate but not always simple to cure.
The joint between the manifold and the exhaust pipe can be a
source of trouble; if there is a leak or 'blow' from this troublesome
joint it will create unwanted noise and undoubtedly fumes will enter
the interior of the car. If the exhaust pipe is badly positioned and it
touches the body permanently or intermittently it will generate a
rattling or rumbling noise which is equally undesirable.

Fig 1

Fig 2

The basic idea of the joint is that of a spherical coupling, allowing
angular variation between the two mating components, in this case
manifold and pipe. The partial sphere of the two flanges, one male
and one female, has, for ease of manufacture been modified into a
taper as seen in (fig. 1), which gives considerably less flexibility of
alignment. Strictly speaking there should be only one position for a
good fit, but some scope is available for a small adjustment of the
mating faces. This is necessary because exhaust systems vary
slightly in form and two goals need to be achieved; a leak-free seal
and the exhaust pipe secured in such a position as to give some
clearance where it passes through the body at the rear of the engine
bay. The following notes may be applied equally to exhausts
requiring a little repositioning and those being replaced.
Before attempting to make a good exhaust pipe/ manifold joint, there
is a good deal of preparation to carry out if an acceptable result is to
be obtained. The engine steady (fig. 2) must have good rubber
bushes at both ends and be in correct adjustment, i.e. neither in
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tension nor compression when the vehicle is at rest. The rubber
mounting blocks at the front of the engine and rear of the gearbox
must also be in good condition. Age will take its toll here, turning
the rubber to jelly; often the rubber component becomes detached
from the metal mounting plate, a problem which can go unnoticed
for years. If the engine is allowed to rock from side to side there is
little hope of maintaining a secure joint, moreover there is a greater
opportunity for the pipe to knock against the bodywork. A tickover
which is uneven or too slow will cause the engine to shake
undesirably and the rubber engine and gearbox mountings will
magnify this problem, particularly if their condition is poor.
Another source of trouble is the original type of pressed steel
clamp which is only just capable of its job of holding the pipe and
manifold together. Overtightening will have caused distortion which
should be corrected before re-use. The specially-shaped washers
help to minimise distortion and should be a good fit over the ends of
the clamp; use a thick plain washer under the nuts and the bolt
heads. Do not be tempted to use spring washers under the nuts as
they will become embedded in the shaped washers and cause
distortion. Brass nuts are desirable for the clamp's two bolts as they
will be less likely to seize. Fig. 3 shows the order of assembly.

Fig 3

Fig 4

Fig 5

Cast steel clamps as seen in fig. 4 are widely available and is a
far superior component being much stronger than the standard thin
steel pressing. When using a cast clamp it is important not to
overtighten the bolts as it is possible to nip the neck of the cast iron
manifold so tightly as to break it. Be warned!
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An important point to watch is the outer diameter of the exhaust
pipe flange. Ideally this should be slightly smaller than the larger
diameter of the manifold outlet (fig. 5) and certainly no greater. If it
is, the maximum diameter of the pipe flange will need to be reduced
before going any further. This can be done with a file or (carefully)
with an angle grinder and the job is best attempted with the exhaust
removed from the car. If the exhaust pipe flange is out-of-round or
dented it must be corrected.

Fig 6

Fig 7

Fig 8

The flexible hangers should be in sound condition and their clamps
clean and not misshapen (fig. 6). Replace the pinch bolts if in a poor
condition and apply copper grease to the threads.
The throttle return spring hooks into a bracket which is retained
by one of the pinch bolts of the manifold clamp. Often this bracket
is bent, twisted or rusted through; if necessary it should be repaired
or replaced. A new one can be fashioned quite quickly and made to
lie between the flanges of the clamp (fig. 7) which will keep it nicely
in place whilst the bolt is tightened. If the original style clamp is to
be replaced by a cast one, then a new bracket will be needed as in
fig. 4 and is made with a notch on its free end which fits snugly over
the raised part of the casting and prevents the bracket turning whilst
the bolt is being tightened. It's a simple item to make and (fig. 8)
shows the process of drawing and cutting out templates for the
brackets in (figs. 4 & 7) which were fashioned from scrap stainless
steel. Brass, copper and aluminium would fracture sooner rather
than later and are not suitable for this application; steel and
stainless steel are ideal. When making such parts, the first operation
is drilling the holes.
To be continued
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Please note that all the club equipment is now available.
Free of charge to Members.

Car Roller: for loan for a period of 2 months, Engine Hoist.
Axle stands to be used on level ground.
Mike Hockey Tel: 02392 524744
Front pulley starter dog spanner.
Rear axle hub nut socket
David Grice Tel: 02380 872609

HAMMOC only holds the information about you that you consent to supply through your
membership application form. We also meet the legal requirements to keep any relevant financial
or contractual details associated with membership fees and any other transactions that comprise
our financial accounts (for 6 years). We store personal information securely and do not pass it to
other organisations without your express consent. Only appropriate Committee roles have access
to this data which is used to contact you about events and administrative issues. You may see,
and have your personal information revised or deleted, whenever you wish through the
Membership Secretary. When you confirm you no longer wish to belong to HAMMOC your
personal information will be deleted.
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URGENT Clubs Marque Storage
We are looking for someone to dry store one of the clubs Marques as the current
custodian Tim Rouse has now left the committee.
The approximate dimensions of the Marque when stored is 5ft High by 18in Square
If anyone can help please contact: Tim Rouse. Tel: 01420 511285
If anyone has ideas for topics of discussion or activities another Hobby’s they would
like to do a talk on a club night.
If you have an idea or two, please contact Mike Hockey on:
E-mail: mike_hockeym@hotmail.co.uk
Telephone: 02392 524744

TAIL END
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